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By Bob Wasserman
For all -of you seniors who are not sure if you are really graduating
from MIT, doon't worry, because the Diploma Service Company has
just the right thing for you. This company sells an inexpensive, nearly
;authlentic diploma from almost all major universities, whether or not
you graduated from that school.
The Diploma Service (Company has off-ices in Marina del Rey,
California, and in New York, and regularly advertises ina the New York
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r~~imes, Los -Angeles

Timnes,

-

DUFF w 11 ~~~~and' in other newspapers
1 1l | ] 111 1l ~aroun the country. Their
1 ~~~~ ~~ 4|
'~~basic" diploma costsSI$1,
_ , | 1 1 y e ~~~~with certain extras such as
I 1 l_ X a ~~including the graduate's
_ I 1 _I nn de~~~dgree or major running 'a
[!

little bit more.
AXlthough not as portable as a Brass Rat, an MIT diploma could do
wonders for your job oppurtunities. When you think about it, oil you
would halve to do to impress many job interviewers is to bring your
U-nitationl diploma and spout off a few equations. Few emnployers; are
of the tell-tale scars that four years, at Technology will inevitably
Saware

create on an MIT grad's countenance, nor are they smart enough to
read the little note on the back of your fake diploma. In this spot the
Diploma Service's product- reads "This is a reproduction from
Diploma Service. Co. No school credit or degree status is granted or
imlplied-."
Universities themselves are. beginning to catch on to Diploma Services, Co. Robert Houghton, a registrar at Stanford, recently sent away
to this company requesting a diploma for a mzaster's in economics. The

prisoners which wasl held April
24. We wish to respond to-the letter from Mr. Douglas Birdwell, a
photographer for -The Tech,
which appeared in the April 28 issue Of Thse Tech. In this letter,
Birdswell complained that he was
physically threatened for taking
pictures at the meeting..
We wish to, make cleat that the
committee which organized the
meeting, the Committee for Artistic and Intellectual Freedom in
Iran (CAIFT) did not make any
threats whatsoever against M r.
B3irdwell.,

AMPeacder.
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Editor:

We are writing this letter as
organizers of the meeting. in
defense of I ranian political

there were several mzistakes in the diplomla: the president's signature
was that of a later Stanford president, and one of the other signatures
was from -someone non-existent. Mr. Houghton, however, described
the diploma as "very authe ntic looking,"' Houghtosn had previously
earned only a Stanford A.B., and would not comment on his possible
advancement at Stanford due to the new circumstances.
Nor is Stanford the only college lucky. enough to be represented by
the handiworks of the Diploma Service Company. Williamn Hall, a
University of Southern California registrar, recently called Marina del
Rey to -order a USC diploma for his wife. The company was quite
obliging, realizing the importance of today's women and their new
stature in society.
The State of California, however, is after the Diploma Service Company. The State Attorney General, who undoubtedly earned college
and law degrees the hard way, has pressed char'ges against the comnpany. 'California is ~seeking inductions against the sale of the fake
diplomas, land the Diploma' Service Company could feiciive fines of'
nearly $2,500 for each diploma sold. Absorbing this additional cost,
however, -would still make the fictional diplomas competitive to the
ones offered by 'most American institutions.
Several Eastern Universities told the Chronicle of Higher Education
that-they had heard of these type of false diplomas, but had. not seen
one in the flesh (or parchment). Princeton University was not concerned with the false impressions thiese diplomas might have, for they
insisited that it's easy to, recognize a. real Princeton man. Harvard
University was also unconcerned by the D~iplcoma Service's offerings,
due to the future imlpact of their recently approved core curriculum.
The Harvard officials reasoned that Harvard grads will be so woell
educated in the future, due to the new degree requirements, that any
.imposter will be easily detectable.
So if academnic life at MIT gets you down once in a-while, don't be
discouraged; because the Diploma Service Company is here to help
'd

college education, it is an experience, and

most of us experience the real MIT the minute we get here. A diplonza
is just a piece of paper, and if you don't feeling like doing that senior
thesis or passing that last departmental requirement, you deserve an
MIT degree anyway. After all, ninety percent is still an A, isn't it?
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company promptly sent himi one, although it cost $45. What's worse,

you. MIT is more than

,

Iranians wvary ofIhtoraphs

At

torture, intimidation and violations of human rights on a massive scale. And, unfortunately, the
American gover nmient not only
backs the Shah but cooperates
fully in his surveillance and harassment of Iranian students in
the US. There have even been
attempts to deport Iranian students for their anti-Shah activities.
Surely Mr. Birdwell can see that
Iranian students are Justified in

Shah. CA f F Isupports thle right of
-any Iranian student to not be
photographed at anti-Shahl events
if they choose so. The real issue
here is not Mr. B~irdwell's right to
take pictures but the right of
franan students to protest repression in their country without fear
for their lives.
Firo~uz Farzinpour
I
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the sarne time, we wish to

point out that there is a difference

between a newspaper publicizing
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the speaker, speeches and
political 'points presented at a
public meeting and publicizing information about who attends the
meeting. Quite simply, it is,
dangerous for Iranian students to
attenrd protest meetings against
the Shiah of Iran. There is political
repression in Iran.- The Shah's
secret police, SAVAK, is among
the moost notoriously brutal police
tbrces in the world. And the Shah
himself has openly acknowledged
that SAVAK agents operate
widely in the US with the complete cooperation of the
American authorities. Amnesty
Interna~tional and many -others
have cited the Shah's regime for
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federal building.
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Etc, etc. It is not difficult to see
theft these clauses are essentially
an attack on the Bill of Rights.
Kennedy and [Senator] McLellan
[D. Arkansas] are now the prime
proponents of this bill. The
strength of a3 democratic nation is
not built on the close supervision
-and monitoring of its people.
Perhaps if we are ready for the big
one, we are getting Teddy for a
police state.
NYame withhteld on request
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Watch your bare
feet at EMIT
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To the Editor:

Many MIT students have been
walking barefooted. For the good
of their health, they should stop.
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T here are a lot of tacks, broken

glass anld even razor blades on the
street s- and floors. Anyone
without shoes is risking serious
injury.
Lance Jayne G

Barbzara Hill 'SO, Gorion
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in cases of rape
-states that no demonstations:
may take place within I100 yds.-of
a
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not recady for Tedd

center. Senator Kennedy along
To the Editor.
with ISenaltor] Strom Thurmand
I am writing in response to the
recent editorial entitled "Is Teddy
'R. S. Caerolina] last year pushed
through the Senate what is fondly
readey for the big one?". I think
that this editorial whould have
called the "Notorious S.l '- This
been better titled "Are you ready
is a wvatered down version of a bill
initiated in post-Watergate days
for the big one?".
I Yes it is true that Ted Kennedy
by the Nixon-Mitchell axis and
is way ahead of the -polls as a
completely re-vamps the Federal
criminal code. It has since been
favorable runner in the upcoming
19)80 presidential election, and it restyled and passed by the Senate
is due to editorials A1cross that by a close vote as S, 1437. It is
country that wve are reading of a
now under review in a Judiciary
glorification of Ted Kennedy and
Subcommittee on Criminal
~~how hand-in-hand he is with Justice and will be voted on in the
~~~President Carter, and how deterHouse as H.R. 6869. H.R. 6869
~~~mined he is to establish a national does all of the following:
}z~~ealth insurance plan, and how -encourages the perpetration ozf
wire-tappi ng
F~~~ood he Is to our Mexican /sicJ
ntighbours to allow them back
-places federal restrictions on
their canal zonte. It is however unlabor in regards to strikes
fortunate that so many people
-makes draft counselling illegal
think that "the American public
-severely limits the right to hold-a
is still yearning for this type'of
peaceful demonstration
leadership and Edward Kennedy
-enables government prosecutors
just might be the best choice for
to question a person's sanity and
the next chief executive."
commit them to "suitable
If one takes a really close look
facilities" witho~ut a trialje.g.
at what Senato,- Kennedy is up to
pre-trial detention)
these days, one mnight be surprised
-imposes new limits on freedom
at his nonlliberal position and
o~f speech and the press
slowv shift to slightly right of
-guarantees "tspousal immunity"

worrying about being publicly
identified as opponents of the
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MIIT vacations). daily during September Orientation, and once during the last
week oxf July. Please send ali correspondence to: P.C9. Bosx 29S.MIT Branch.
Cambridge, MA 02139- Offices at Rloom W20-483. 84 Massachusetts
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